Undergraduate Course Requisites:

Requisites will be enforced by SIS at the undergraduate level. If your college or department is not planning to enforce a course’s pre/co requisite(s), you have the option of “turning off the enforcement” at the Class Association level while working on your schedule of classes in Curriculum Management.

1. In the Adjust Class Associations page, choose the Requisites tab. 
   Curr. Mgmt>Schedule of Classes>>Adjust Class Associations>Search for class>Requisites tab

2. To “turn off” the pre/co requisite enforcement, UNCHECK the button that reads:
   - “Also use catalog requisite”
   - REMEMBER that you are making this decision PER Class Association. So in the example below, for Associated Class group #1, you would be unchecking this box. All sections in associated class group #1 would not be enforcing the course requisite. If you did not uncheck the box on group 2, then the requisites would be enforced on all sections in associated class group #2.

- If box is checked—requisite is enforced
Graduate Course Requisites:

Graduate course requisites are not being enforced, but this can also be overridden by the scheduler in Adjust Class Associations by CHECKING the “Also use catalog requisite” box.

NOTE:
Graduate requisites are difficult to enforce. In order to not have SIS enforce them, we are running a job immediately after we roll each term that unchecks the box on grad courses so that requisites are not enforced. If you decide you do want to enforce the graduate requisite, you'll need to manually check the box.

For example, if three sections exist in associated group #1 and you choose to enforce the requisite, you would check the box for associated class 1.

If, however, you later add a new section that is associated with a different associated class group, it will inherit the “enforce this requisite” rule. This happens because we've already run our job to uncheck the box before you added this new association. And, even though you went back and manually checked the box for, say, associated class group #1, this new group (group #2 for example), will not get the benefit of the job that unchecks the box. So it will appear as checked and the requisites will be enforced unless you uncheck the box.